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Introduction
In most minds, especially in the minds of those who strongly support the hegemony of science over practices in oral cultures, the witchcraft phenomenon assumes a pejorative image and attracts extremely negative characterizations. This no doubt brings to mind the question of rationality in all traditional or the so-called primitive thoughts and reminds us of the popular claim in most anthropological writings in Europe that such practices as magic and witchcraft are theoretical presuppositions and irrational. As a matter of fact, such scholars as Edward E. Evans-Pritchard and Martin Hollis hold tenaciously to the opinion that science is the only legitimate standard by which the rationality of any particular belief can be assessed. Evans-Pritchard, for instance, claims that "witchcraft is an imaginary offence because it is impossible" and adds that "A witch cannot do what he is supposed to do and has in fact no real existence". 1 J. R. Crawford demonstrates similar scientific mode of thought when he states that "witchcraft is essentially a psychic act and is, objectively speaking, impossible". 2 This positivistic attitude is one of the reasons why the application of witchcraft in Africa is used to convey the impression that Africans are barbaric and uncivilized and induce feelings of a pre-logical mentality, to use the words of Lucien Lévy-Bruhl. Thus, witchcraft is believed to be immune to objective investigation, and James L. Brain points out that the phenomenon "to most Westerners seems arcane, archaic or even comic". 3 Despite this clear Western condescension towards the phenomenon of witchcraft, however, several volumes of literature exist today to show the limitations of such assumptions. We have those who argue that most anthropologists depict African belief systems as irrational or mere theoretical presuppositions simply because they cannot adequately justify most of these belief systems. On his part, Peter Winch cautions us against the use of such notions as "existence" and "reality" outside our differing cultural contexts and argues that it is wrong to put a premium on science as the only standard of assessing reality; for him, our language is the best standard of assessing reality. For Winch, therefore, our language determines what is real and what is not real. He contends further to say that there are different types of "objective" reality and that science provides us with one of these which is empirical reality. He fortifies his position by identifying scientific reality and metaphysical or religious reality. In short, Winch is of the opinion that it is "illegitimate" to assess issues like magic, rituals, witchcraft, and so on, on the paradigm of science. Following this line of thought, Brain stresses that the belief in witchcraft would have been "arcane, archaic, or… comic" if it is the case that "we lived in a rational world". 4 He adds more succinctly:
"The scientific explanation may provide the how but not the why. Science can tell how malaria or trypanosomiasis is carried but not why one person is bitten and infected and not another. The problem of the presence of evil in the world is one which humans have wrestled with since time immemorial. A belief in witchcraft is part of an attempt to solve that problem." 5 This paper therefore engages the two rival positions that we have identified above and, relying on the mythographic representations of witchcraft in the Ifá corpus, it will illuminate the fact that "to Africans of every category, witchcraft is an urgent reality". 6
The Idea of Witchcraft
Broadly, the term "witchcraft" is used to describe all sorts of evil employment of mystical powers in a secret fashion. In Arthur Hippler's view, witchcraft is "the systematic belief in the capacity to harm people at a distance, often by the manipulation of objects symbolic of the individual, through a form of supernatural intervention and behaviour consistent with such beliefs". 7 Mwizenge S. Tembo defines witchcraft as "an act or instance of employing sorcery especially with malevolent intent, a magical rite or technique; the exercise of supernatural powers, alleged intercourse with the devil". 8 It is regarded as a spiritual skill of being able to carry on certain inimical activities in disembodied form. 9 Taking Hippler and Tembo's definitions seriously, it is clear that most people often confuse witchcraft with magic or sorcery. It is important therefore to offer T. O. Beidelman's definition with a view to distinguishing between witchcraft and sorcery or magic. According to Beidelman, magic is the "the manipulation of persons and things through the use of objects, words and acts thought to give one access to supernatural powers for either good or evil purposes", while sorcery is "the supernatural power to cause another person or that person's possessions harm through the use of various substances or acts". The "efficacy of sorcery", he adds, "depends upon the nature of the acts performed rather than upon the moral character of the practitioner". 10 He sees witchcraft as "the power to exert supernatural harm upon another person or his possessions, that power depending upon inherent evil qualities in the evil person (witch) himself/herself". 11 Reputed to be one of the foremost authorities on witchcraft, Evans-Pritchard contends that "a witch performs no rite, utters no spell, and possesses no medicines"; 12 whereas, in the words of Geoffrey Parrinder, "there are people who are believed to use evil medicine against their enemies, but these are properly called sorcerers". 13 In some quarters, too, "witches are believed to be naturally that way as part of their genetic makeup, whereas sorcerers have achieved their evil powers by study". 14 For Segun Ogungbemi, "men who are sorcerers use charms, medicines and magic to harm or kill their victims. Witchcraft is the activity of the soul and its preys are afflicted in a spiritual manner". 15 What could be distilled from the foregoing, following Margaret Field, is that the distinctive feature of witchcraft "is that there is no palpable apparatus connected with it, no rites, no ceremonies, incantations, or invocations that the witch has to perform. It is simply projected at will from the mind of the witch". 16 The words of John Middleton and E. H. Winter are also useful here. According to them: "Witchcraft is part of an individual's being, a part of his innermost self while sorcery is merely a technique which a person utilizes. Thus, in some societies, a person's witchcraft can operate at times without his being consciously aware of the fact that it is doing so. This can never be the case with sorcery; recourse to it must always be on a deliberate, conscious, voluntary basis." 17 These distinguishing features are acknowledged by most ethno-linguistic units in Africa. In clear terms, therefore: "… a witch has an inherent and intangible power for harming others. While a witch projects her evil thought directly from her mind, invisibly, and without cursing and invoking, a sorcerer manipulates some tangible materials to carry out his devilish 'business'." 18 Consequent upon this, John Mbiti is wrong to say that: "African societies do not often draw the rather academic distinction between witchcraft, sorcery, evil magic, evil eye and other ways of employing mystical power to do harm to someone or his belongings." 19 The belief in witchcraft is not confined to Africa; as a matter of fact "… virtually everywhere outside the industrialised countries people not only believe in witches but frequently fall sick and die from what they believe to be the activities of witches." 20 In the same vein, Parrinder avers that:
"Belief in witchcraft is one of the great fears from which mankind has suffered. It has taken its toll literally in blood. The belief has appeared in many parts of the world, in one form or another. It became particularly prominent and developed in Europe, in the later Middle Ages and Renaissance periods. Still in modern Africa belief in witchcraft is a great tyranny spreading panic and death." 21 Thus, for Parrinder, "the clearest and most frequent manifestations of witchcraft beliefs seem to have occurred in Europe and in Africa". 22 Somewhere Parrinder maintains that "European and African witchcraft beliefs are easily comparable, since certain ideas found in both continents are similar". 23 In his attempt to combine a survey of European witchcraft with an account of African witchcraft, Parrinder goes further:
"… in the interpretation of witchcraft today European and African beliefs are often cited together. The witch-cult theory in Europe is often said to have African parallels, and so the truths about African witchcraft need to be made plain. On the other hand, Africans often say that witchcraft must be true since Europeans believed in it once." 24 This attempt to draw a meeting point between European and African witchcraft beliefs is questioned by some scholars. For instance, Barry Hallen and J. O. Sodipo believe that the idea of witchcraft in Africa would be more illuminating if the phenomenon is defined in African cultural context. In other words, they are wary that such attempts might distort the real understanding of what witchcraft is and how a witch operates in African society. In their words:
"There is no reason to assume that witchcraft in Africa is the same as was witchcraft in Europe, anymore than there was reason to assume that the Englishlanguage concept 'witchcraft' may serve as an accurate translation of its supposed Africanlanguage equivalents. Whatever is translated as being 'witchcraft' in Africa (or even in one place in Africa) may well be a very different thing from whatever it is elsewhere in the world and history." 25 The import of Hallen and Sodipo's position is that witchcraft in Africa cannot be used to understand and explain what witchcraft was in the West, thereby jettisoning also that the ideas of witchcraft in Africa and Europe "have a family likeness because they are of almost universal occurrence". 26 Hallen and Sodipo express their displeasure further that "… there would appear to be some inconsistency in maintaining that one does not understand one phenomenon (Western witchcraft), and at the same time maintaining that that phenomenon is effectively the same as another phenomenon (African witchcraft)." 27 We must state here that, despite Hallen and Sodipo's contention, one thing that is clear is that witchcraft -be it European witchcraft or African witchcraft -involves the use of supernatural powers, magic, and could be used to do good or harm. Munyaradzi Mawere corroborates this unifying feature of European witchcraft and African witchcraft in the sense that:
"Both apply supernatural powers, involve the use of charm or magic, are connected to the cosmological world and most importantly can be employed to do both good and harm depending on the motivation of the individual involved (healers or witch)." 28 Earlier we have shown that witchcraft is regarded by some scholars of European origin as a psychic act and, since witches by definition are not visible entities, "witchcraft activities are extraordinary in the sense that they violate the laws of nature". 29 From the above it can be inferred that, one, witches can affect their victims -that is, cause unusual death, impotence, barrenness, crop failure, and so on -from afar, implying that "the distinguishing feature of killing or harm by witchcraft is that it is wrought by silent, invisible, projection of influence from the witch". 32 Two, a witch "hates being known or caught in the very act" and this is why, in the course of carrying out her act, "she disguises herself, using bird or animal familiars or dressing in a strange manner, for example, being draped in palm fronds rather than wearing normal dresses". 33 Three, witches organize secret meetings called àjọ in the night while, exhibiting a kind of disembodied existence, their physical bodies remain on their beds at home. Awolalu puts this in a broader perspective:
"They attend the meetings using various means of movement. Some (…) are said to turn upside down and walk with their feet in the air. Some somersault to increase speed, others fly naked after rubbing on their bodies some ointment which makes them invisible. Yet others walk to the meetings on spiders' webs; some ride on animals like cats, dogs, rats or on toads and even on human beings. Many others turn into owls and lizards and into insects and glow-worms. Meetings take place at the banks of rivers, at the foot or branches of big trees or at the road junctions or on mountains or hills. These meetings are held at different levels: local, divisional, regional, inter-regional, national and international. Communications are maintained between one level and the other." 34 Connected to this is the belief among the Yorùbá that, during their àjọ, witches use their àgógó (mysterious beak) to suck the blood of their victims, while the victims in actual state suffer from one form of ailment to another. On the one hand, this attests to the belief in "a wandering or separable soul" and, on the other hand, draws our attention to the fact that "there is never any doubt in West Africa of belief in a spiritual part of man's nature, on the contrary the difficulty is to sort out the complex strands of this spiritual belief". 35 Apart from the fact that the latter claim is essential to the theory of witchcraft, it also complements the thesis that the human person is not essentially a physicochemical organism. At their meetings, witches are believed to eat a victim by sharing different parts of the victim's body. Here, however, Field, using the Ga belief system as foil, offers an explanation that eating a victim by sharing different parts of the victim's body is only a manner of speaking. According to Field: "… it is the victim's (…) soul which is stolen and ʻeatenʼ. The relatives of the victim agree that the physical body is never injured -except by the ravages of disease -and there is no evidence that it is ever disturbed after burial (…). Not only is the eating at these feasts not a physical eat-ing, but the gathering is not a physical gathering. The witch's kla -which maintains breathing and physical life -remains with her on her bed and to ordinary eyes she is in normal sleep." 36 Four, it is common knowledge among the Yorùbá that witchcraft is innate, implying that some people are born witches. It is also sometimes regarded as hereditary, where a mother passes the act to her daughter, especially at the time of her death. George Simpson puts this more elaborately: "The power may pass from mother to daughter, usually through medicine mixed with ordinary food without the daughter's knowledge. It is not uncommon for a witch, shortly before her death, to transfer her 'bird' to someone, often a daughter. The witches themselves may decide to bring a woman into their association, giving her something to eat which will make her a witch. For example, a friend may give her a kola-nut which has been treated with medicine. Actually, what appeared to be a kola-nut may be a human finger, and the person becomes a witch without realizing it." 37 Awolalu adds that "some people pay for and procure it and others have witchcraft 'stuff' passed to them in food given by women who are witches". 38 Finally, our characterization reveals that it is not frivolous to conceive witchcraft as the "cult of women", since women are regarded as the covert initiators of a scheme and men, who are usually in the minority, are the actors. 39 It is the case that "… this relationship between female and male power parallels concepts about spiritually powerful women and men in Yorùbá society, known as àjẹ and oṣó respectively. Yorùbá say that the mothers (àj) conceive a plan and their male counterparts (oṣó) carry it out." 40 The use of oṣó here questions the degree of the tenability of Ogungbemi's claim that "men who have the power of witchcraft are different from those who practise sorcery. The name given to sorcery in Yoruba is oṣó, and not àjẹ ". 41 It is important to state here, however, that there are some African societies whose witchcraft beliefs do not involve sex antagonism or discrimination. Among the Yamba of Cameroon, for instance, "witches may be male or female. There is no suggestion that women are more likely to be witches than men or vice versa". 42 too, witchcraft beliefs "involve no sex antagonism or sex polarity". 43 He explains further that "witches and their victims are indiscriminately male and female. Witchcraft is discovered by ordinary divination, practiced by both men and women, and anti-witchcraft measures consist in the main in an annual 'cleansing' ritual which embraces the whole community, again irrespective of sex". 44
On the Existence of Witches
John Mbiti observes that:
"Every African who has grown up in the traditional environment will, no doubt, know something about this mystical power which often is experienced, or manifests itself, in the form of magic, divination, witchcraft and mysterious phenomena that seem to defy even immediate scientific explanation." 45 A good reading of Mbiti's claim shows that, by definition, witchcraft practices fall within the domain of the occult and become extremely difficult to explain empirically. Due to this seeming failure of witchcraft practices to fit into the scientific explanatory model, there was optimism during the colonial era that witchcraft practices would disappear through modernization. As a matter of fact, colonial administrators and missionaries castigated witchcraft practices as superstition and, with several failed attempts to suppress such beliefs, "anticipated that witchcraft beliefs would disappear through modernization, as it was claimed they had done in Europe under the influence of the Enlightenment". 46 Parrinder conveyed this optimism over six decades ago thus:
"It is sometimes said that belief in witchcraft is on the increase in these days of modern towns and new ideas, and general insecurity (…). Education will slowly dispel some superstitions. Medical and child care will remove many unexplained diseases. But nobler beliefs and a new religion would lift the load of false beliefs and prejudice. It took centuries for the superstition to disappear from Europe, and it will fade out in Africa in due course if the forces of enlightenment are maintained and increased." 47 Today, however, Parrinder's optimism has not materialized in part because belief in witchcraft remains one of the most potent in the lives of most African people. C. K. Meek, who is of the opinion that witches and witchcraft do not exist, adds that "it is a belief which cannot easily be exorcised, for it is not an isolate factor, but an integral part of the whole psychological and magicoreligious system". 48 From the psychological point of view, it is contended that "there is a great deal of neurosis, hysteria, and psychic maladjustment, and all these contribute to the belief in witchcraft". 49 This point is graphically reflected also in the claim that "a great deal of the belief in witchcraft is due to self-deception, suggestibility, and the power of thought". 50 "Everything connected to witchcraft", S. F. Nadel writes, "takes place in a fantasy realm which is, almost ex hypothesi, intangible and beyond empirical verification". 51 This is reflective of Sophie Oluwole's characterization of witchcraft as "the claimed ability of the witch to affect her victims, or perform actions, without any physical contact and using no medicine". 52 Oluwole adds that "authors who deny the existence of witchcraft claim that witchcraft neither designates something tangible or observable nor does it refer to something that has an independent existence either in the sense of being of actual or true, hence they label it an illusion". 53 Onesmus Mutungi's point is instructive here. According to him: "In the so-called civilized communities, inexplicable eventualities are attributed to fate, bad luck, or the will of God. The native African seeks his explanation in witchcraft. What must be noted, though, is that in both communities, the struggle is the same-a search for causal explanation for misfortunes." 54 From the standpoint of science, therefore, the issue often raised from these notions is that "scientific explanations are incompatible with witchcraft claims and that the former excludes the latter because science accords with reality". 55 Sogolo offers more explanation:
"The issue of incompatibility between the claims of science and those of witchcraft does not arise. Two claims are incompatible if they are of the same genre and if they cannot be held jointly without absurdity. But for such claims to be ever compared, they must be of the same sort. And since (…) witchcraft is neither a species of science nor proto-science, the issue of incompatibility between the claims of science and those of witchcraft is non-existent. Against this, some might insist that although the claims are of different sort they are about the same world. In reply, all that need to be said is that the very difference in question is due to the fact that both conceptual schemes are about different forms of life." 56 Hallie Ludsin provides an instance of what Sogolo is suggesting when he draws our attention to the fact that "while witchcraft believers accept that a person died of a heart attack or their cattle died from a disease -which explains how the misfortune happened -these cultures seek a metaphysical answer for why it occurred". 57 To show that the limitation of science as a paradigmatic explanatory model, Sogolo gives an analogy of a medical student who could "provide an adequate explanation of how the poison a child has eaten could have led to the child's death", but could not provide an answer to "why the child had to eat the poison or why was it X's child and not Y's child". 58 adds that the medical student might impute the event to chance, "suggesting that he is not equipped with the paradigms for answering questions of this nature". 59 It is instructive to note, therefore, that the mechanistic or impersonal explanation of the medical scientist is incomplete because "it does not answer all the questions that arise in the case of an unusual event". 60 In light of this, Sogolo explains that:
"Events such as human misfortunes, illness, suffering, death, etc., are inexplicable outside the web of social relations. They are inextricably connected with human emotions such as love, jealousy, anger, etc., and they can only be made intelligible when placed in these psychological and social contexts. This is why an impersonal explanation such as the one science provides is inadequate. It is also for this reason that in every known human community there is a dual approach to the explanation of events, the personal and the impersonal. This is to say that science and witchcraft have a symmetric relation, both performing different functions which converge in making natural phenomena intelligible." 61 The import of the above is in consonance with the view that "the visible and the invisible are necessarily complementary in African understandings of reality". 62 In all modesty, it is in the field of anthropology that the witchcraft phenomenon has gained prominence the most or, to put it in another way, it is anthropology that has given the subject its pre-eminence and popularity before others from other disciplines began to make their contributions. In the field of anthropology, there is an agreement that Evans-Pritchard, conveniently a leading authority on witchcraft, has "masterfully described witchcraft as a system to explain misfortune which, however, does not contradict empirical knowledge of cause and effect". 63 With the assertion that witchcraft among the Azande people provides explanations for everyday events and offers a theory of causality, Evans-Pritchard shows that Azande's beliefs -and, we must add, all such African beliefs in witchcraft -are not irrational but in themselves reasonable. 64 After a critical look, Evans-Pritchard's position seems to convey the need to understand a different culture in its own terms. However, Johannes Merz distils Evans-Pritchard's claim further to mean that witchcraft beliefs are "reasonable in their own terms only, thus basically advocating a cultural relativism". 65 Thus, Johannes Merz has some displeasure with "cultural relativism" which, in his words, "has dominated the anthropological discourse up to the present situation". 66 To argue a good case for the existence and reality of witchcraft, Merz endeavours to "put forward an attempt of a possible reconstruction of a theory of witchcraft in terms of the common human faculty to imagine". 67 In order to immune himself against what Peter Geschiere calls "the paradox of a cosmological schizophrenia", 68 Merz seeks to forge a theory that would take care of the inherent limitations of relativism, one of which is its failure to accommodate the idea of a common humanity. Borrowing Thomas Kuhn's use of "paradigm" as "the entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on, shared by the members of a given community", 69 he agrees with Kuhn that "theories cannot be exclusive, they have to be open to other interpretations", 70 He then proposes "the need for theories and definitions which also leave open the possibility of nonverifiable beliefs in the sense of the Enlightenment, such as the existence of witchcraft". 71 Obviously witchcraft claims fall within the category of the nonverifiable. Merz goes further to offer an "anthropology of the imagination" which puts a premium on the idea of a common humanity, acknowledges and accommodates African epistemologies. According to Merz: "The idea of the common humanity accepts that everybody has biological, cognitive, social, communicative, and spiritual needs. More important in this context is humanity's shared need and ability to use language and construct identity and subjectivity by relating to others in the social world (…). To acknowledge common human characteristics, however, does not mean a denial of the plurality of different cultural discourses. But what it does do is maintain the potential tensions between communality and diversity, and in a wider sense of the self/other dichotomy." 72 One crucial point from the above is the possibility of breaking free "from the Western scientific hegemony and accept other different discourses as equally valid imaginations of 'reality'". 73 In this way, the syncretic blending of such dichotomies in African epistemologies, in the words of Francis Nyamnjoh, as "natural and supernatural, rational and irrational, objective and subjective, scientific and superstitious, visible and invisible, real and unreal", 74 would complement Western epistemologies. We must state here that what has made the admission of the existence of witches or witchcraft controversial is nothing other than the difficulty for Africans "to draw a line between what is seen and unseen". 75 Interestingly, Merz's anthropology of imagination expounds that "witchcraft is imagined by using analogies from the seen world of daily experience in order to imagine what is unseen and not immediately accessible". 76 Of the "unseen" are such claims as witches being capable of turning themselves into other bodily forms, fly at night in their various incarnate, travel great distances instantaneously, and so on. Consequently, therefore:
"In talking about witchcraft as imagined, the problem of the inseparability of the seen and the unseen no longer poses a problem. This is so because the common dichotomy between the real- 
Mythographic Representations of Witchcraft in the Ifá Corpus
Of interest to this section is Geoffrey Parrinder's perceived misconception that Africans (in this case, the Yorùbá) relied only on mnemonic genius in terms of their history, their cosmology, their philosophy, and so on, and therefore did not have the slightest idea about writing. With witchcraft at the back of his mind, Parrinder claims that "there is no evidence for the extent of the belief in any previous century, since there are no reliable records". 78 By "reliable records", one suspects that Parrinder valorised writing at the expense of orality and was most probably unaware of the fact that the Yorùbá had an idea of and could produce scribal discourses before their first contact with the missionaries or the colonial masters. Today, virtually all available materials on Ifá -books, journals, monographs, and so on -attest to the fact that Ifá is a store-house "for Yorùbá traditional body of knowledge embracing history, philosophy, medicine and folklore". 79 Because of its stereotypical oral nature, some critics have written off the system as nothing more than a religious and mythic discourse, where the term myth is understood in terms of such ugly concepts as "primitive", "backwardness", "superstitious", "archaic" and not as "early science, the result of men's first trying to explain what they saw around them" or as "an explanation of something in nature; how, for instance, any and everything in the universe came into existence". 80 Elsewhere, however, I have shown the failure of the critics of myths or mythologies to "see any relation between science or modern knowledge and mythology". 81 One of such points of interest is rendered in The New Encyclopaedia Britannica thus:
"Modern science did not evolve in its entirety as a rebellion against myth, nor at its birth did it suddenly throw off the shackles of myth. In ancient Greece the naturalists of Ionia (Western Asia Minor), long regarded as the originators of science, developed views of the universe that were in fact close to the creation myths of their time. Those who laid the foundations of modern science, such as Nicholas of Cusa, Johannes Kepler, Sir Isaac Newton, and Gottfried Leibniz, were absorbed by metaphysical problems of which the traditional, indeed mythological, character is evident." 82 To put our point in clearer perspective, some critics in the enterprise of philosophy often argue that an anonymous corpus of writing that includes myths, legends, poetry, song, and proverbs is not worthy of the title 'philosophy'. 83 Here, going back timeline in the development of philosophy will suffice. With Greek and Roman philosophy in mind, the popular belief is that philosophy started, to use Mircea Eliade's vocabulary, at the process of 'demythicization'. 84 This implies that philosophy started in that region when some individuals began to lose interest in the divine history transmitted by myths. This also suggests that philosophy started when the Greeks, especially, began to distance themselves from the mythological narratives of their time, when stories about Greek gods and goddesses -Cronos, Zeus, Hera, Athene, Poseidon, Hades, Apollo, Hermes, and so on -began to lose their effects on the cultural context of the time. But a critical look at the history of philosophy shows that philosophy did not succeed in distancing itself from mythologies. As a matter of fact, philosophical persuasions in the Ancient period, for instance, were steeped in mythologies. Let us take a few great masters for example.
Pythagoras saw numbers as divine, taught that philosophy and mysticism should not be separated, talked about the transmigration of the soul and even claimed that he took part in the Trojan War which took place in the pre-Ionian era hundreds of years before he was born. On his part, Heraclitus reasoned from physics to metaphysics, from human soul to the divine cosmic soul. Even the great Greek philosophers, like Plato and Aristotle, did not discard mythologies as complete absurdities. Plato made use of myths as allegories in several of his dialogues and Aristotle, too, acknowledged that, with regard to heavenly bodies, some mythical data might correspond to reality. It is also true that most of these first Greek philosophers "often wrote in riddles and allegories, and they more often sounded like mystic poets than contemporary science professors". 85 Most scholars of Ifá 86 have presented the structure of Ifá with little variations, not in the order of the precedence of the odù (Ifá graphemes) but in the pronounciation of certain odù names, especially at the level of the 240 minor odù. This, however, is inconsequential here, since such variations could result from the different dialects spoken by the Yorùbá. Simply put: "Ifá has 256 Odù which derive from 16 basic or original Odù. Each of the Odù, loosely identified variously as 'verses of Ifa divination poetry' or 'categories of Ifa divination', has a signature which is determined by the pattern that emerges from the throwing of the divining mediumchain, palm nuts, kola nuts, etc." 87 According to Adeleke Adeeko, "the foundation of analysis in Ifá is the systematized graphic translation of the results of the random presentation of the divination objects, among which the chain (pl) and palm nuts (ikin) are the two most prestigious". 88 He gives a lucid analysis of the processes involved in Ifá divination and points out that:
"Identifying the presented units gives the diviner clues as to which stories to tell to illustrate the problems revealed by the divination god and to decipher what ritual sacrifices or behavioral changes to prescribe. The casting, imprinting, and narrating process typically starts after the cli- ent has whispered his or her purpose into some tokens, which could be money mixed with the divination objects the sign revealed and the illustrative stories told must bear some allegorical relationship to the problem the client wants to solve." 89 The combination of the two hundred and forty minor odù or Àmúlù Odù and the sixteen principal Odù provides us with a comprehensive chart of the order of precedence in Ifá system. Adeeko explains:
"In practical counselling, the basic units must double to produce a diagnosis and prognosis. A pattern that signals ykú on the right hand and Ogbè on the left will be named ykúlógbè -it will be Ogbèykú, if the other way round -and one Òfún on both sides will be Òfún Méjì (...). The inscription issues from a grid that is structured so systematically that naming errors can be fixed with little difficulty." 90 It is important to note here that the historical development of writing -from graphic forms to proto-writing, logographic to the development of phonetic transcription and the alphabet -evinces our gross misuse of the term "literacy". This misuse of the term is mostly clustered with many ambiguities which often debar us from admitting, for example, the inscriptive nature of the Ifá system into our writing history. For those who are familiar with the system and how it operates, therefore, it is common knowledge that inscription is one salient feature of the Ifá system which has "close ties to a minimally mediated writing system". 91 Thus:
"The foundational role of the inscription system in the Ifá divination process distinguishes it as a ʻliterateʼ learned means of inquiry-Ifá is commonly called alákwé (operator of the scribal discourse)-and not a séance or some other kind of intuitive, magical, or gifted fortune telling." 92 In light of the foregoing, Parrinder's search for "reliable records" to back the admission of the reality or existence of witchcraft by Africans or the Yorùbá is idle and is no doubt oblivious of the truth that "Ifá writing is mythographic", in part because the inscriptions that result from the process of divination "generate stories and not phonemes". 93 Consequently, our concern at this juncture is to show through the Ifá mythography the truth or falsity of some of the witchcraft claims that we have grapled with in the previous sections. We believe also that other issues on witchcraft that were not raised in the previous sections might come up as we delve into the mythography. Although the popular notion in many quarters is that sá Méjì deals with witchcraft issues the most, 94 I believe that the contribution of Ìrosùns to witchcraft claims, too, is useful here:
Text 1, Ìrosùn-s :  I  I  II  I  I  II  II  II rúnmìlà ní ó di ìsgbà èkínní lhìnkùlé àwọn ìyà mi àj Wn ní kíni rúnmìlà wá ṣe rúnmìlà ní òhun wá ṣìp lágbájá ni Wn ní rúnmìlà ò tún gbọd wá m lórí r ẹni hún Wón ní bí rúnmìlà bá tún wá 5 Àwọn ó sẹǵbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá tún Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá òsì Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i níwájú Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lyìn Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sálpp ibi ó dúró sí 10 Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sáàrin àtàrí r rúnmìlà gbéra, ó tọ Olódùmarè lọ Ó kálàyé ṣe fún Olódùmarè: rúnmìlà ní ó di ìsgbà èkínní lhìnkùlé àwọn ìyà mi àj Wn ní kíni rúnmìlà wá ṣe 15 rúnmìlà ní òhun wá ṣìp lágbájá ni Wn ní rúnmìlà ò tún gbọd wá m lórí r ẹni hún Wón ní bí rúnmìlà bá tún wá Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá tún Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá òsì 20 Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i níwájú Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lyìn Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sálpp ibi ó dúró sí Àwọn ó sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sáàrin àtàrí r Olodumare pé kí rúnmìlà padà 25 Ó ní tíwn bá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá tún Ó ní tíwn bá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá òsì Ó ní tíwn bá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i níwájú Ó ní tíwn bá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lyìn Ó ní tíwn bá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sálpp ibi ó dúró sí 30 Ó ní tíwn bá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sáàrin àtàrí r Krúnmìlà pé sin-ni-mo-sìn... rúnmìlà ní ó di ìsgbà kejì lhìnkùlé àwọn ìyà mi àj Wn ní ṣebí àwọn ti sọ pé rúnmìlà ò gbọd wá m Wn wá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá tún 35 rúnmìlà ní sin-ni-mo-sìn.. Wn wá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lápá òsì rúnmìlà ní sin-ni-mo-sìn.. Wn wá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i níwájú rúnmìlà ní sin-ni-mo-sìn.. 40 Wn wá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sí i lyìn rúnmìlà ní sin-ni-mo-sìn.. Wn wá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sálpp ibi ó dúró sí rúnmìlà ní sin-ni-mo-sìn.. Wn wá sgbá ẹlẹyẹ sáàrin àtàrí r 45 rúnmìlà ní sin-ni-mo-sìn... Wn ní rúnmìlà ò gbtàn, 89 Ibid.
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Ibid., p. 72. 92 Ibid. rúnmìlà ní òhun gbtàn, òhun sì gb ọ tán Ó ní Oníy Òpépé loókọ ìyá yin àj ń j Àkàrà nìyá a yín ń dín lóde run 50 Àjónákù igi tí ìyá yín fi ń dínkàrà ń bẹ lágbàlá Olódùmarè dòní yìí. Wn ní kí rúnmìlà ó fiyè dénú Wn ní àj yòwúù trúnmìlà bá b tí ò bá gb Wn ní fúnra àwọn làwọn ó paá nà òdì ni yóò bgà lọ sóde run. 95 55
rúnmìlà paid an urgent visit to the Witches the first time They asked what had brought him to them He replied that he had come to appease them on behalf of someone (their victim) They said that rúnmìlà should not come on behalf of that person again They warned that should rúnmìlà come back again 5 They would afflict him with paralysis on his right limb They would afflict him with paralysis on his left limb They would afflict him with paralysis on his chest They would afflict him with paralysis on his backbone They would afflict him with paralysis wherever he stood 10 They would afflict him with paralysis right on his head That he would suffer and be shaking from loss of control rúnmìlà then ran to meet Olodumare He narrated his ordeal to Olodumare: He paid an urgent visit to the Witches They asked what had brought him to them 15 He replied that he had come to appease them on behalf of someone (their victim) They said that he should not come on behalf of that person again They warned that should he come back again They would afflict him with paralysis on his right limb They would afflict him with paralysis on his left limb 20 They would afflict him with paralysis on his chest They would afflict him with paralysis on his backbone They would afflict him with paralysis wherever he stood They would afflict him with paralysis right on his head Olódùmarè then asked rúnmìlà to go back to the Witches 25 And should they afflict him with paralysis on his right limb Afflict him with paralysis on his left limb Afflict him with paralysis on his chest Afflict him with paralysis on his backbone Afflict him with paralysis wherever he stood 30 Afflict him with paralysis right on his head That rúnmìlà should say "sin-ni-mo-sìn", the sound of a frying bean-cake rúnmìlà paid another urgent visit to the Witches the second time They flared up that they had told him not come back again They then afflicted him with paralysis on his right limb 35 rúnmìlà said: "sin-ni-mo-sìn" They afflicted him with paralysis on his left limb rúnmìlà said: "sin-ni-mo-sìn" They afflicted him with paralysis on his chest rúnmìlà said: "sin-ni-mo-sìn" 40 They afflicted him with paralysis on his backbone rúnmìlà said: "sin-ni-mo-sìn" They afflicted him with paralysis where he stood rúnmìlà said: "sin-ni-mo-sìn" They afflicted him with paralysis right on his head 45 rúnmìlà said: "sin-ni-mo-sìn" They then said that rúnmìlà did not know their ancestry rúnmìlà replied that he knew their ancestry beyond all boundaries He said: "Oníy Òpépé is the mother of you Witches" "Frying of bean-cake is her trade in the spiritual abode" 50 "The left-overs of the wood she used for her trade are at Olódùmarè's compound now" They then implored rúnmìlà to be calm And swore that any witch that refused to accept his propitiations Would be killed with their own hands She would suffer a mysterious death! 55
Text 2, sá-Méjí :  II  II  I  I  I  I  I I Aga-ní-wr Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin Àwọn mtta ni wn ṣe ọmọ ìkfá ọw rúnmìlà rúnmìlà k wọn ní dídá ọw, wn m-n dá 5 Ó k wọn ní òtìt al, wn m-n t Ó k wọn ní ìkadìí karara ẹbọ, wn m-n ha. Obìnrin ní ń ṣiṣ ìbí lÓtu If Ni wn ránṣ pe rúnmìlà Ìgbà àwọn ìyá mi àj délé 10 Wọn ò brúnmìlà Òsúnunly aya r ni wọn bá Òsúnunly ní rúnmìlà ò sí nílé 95 Sourced from Chief Ifakayode Olanipekun, a practicing Ifá priest in Ibadan, Nigeria. Hence the Oral source.
Ó ní ṣùgbn Aga-ní-wr bẹ ńlé Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì bẹ ńlé 15 Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin bẹ ńlé Wn ní kí wọn ó kálọ Wn rìn sàà Wn dé prpr odò Lóríta mta, nídìí pẹ ẹltù mta 20 Àwọn ìyáà mi bá pẹran èèyàn kal, ni wn ń jẹ . rúnmìlà délé, kò bá àwọn ọmọ r Òsúnunly ní wn ti kó àwọn ọmọ r lọ rúnmìlà gbéra ó ń wá awọn ọmọ r lọ Ó dé prpr odò 25 Lóríta mta, nídìí pẹ ẹltù mta rúnmìlà bá àwọn ìyá mi òṣòròǹgà, àj Níbi wn gbé pẹran èèyàn kal, tí wọn ń jẹ  rúnmìlà ní: ẹǹl o, Ẹ  bóhun ráwọn ọmọ awo òun bí? 30 Wn láwọn ò rnìkankan rúnmìlà bá pyìn dà, ó ń lọ Lẹnìkan bá dáhùn nínú wọn Ó ní bàbà ky nuhùn, a ríhìín, rhùún Ó ní gbogbo oun à ń ṣe ló ti rí 35 Wn ní bàbá ky wá o Wn láwọn ọmọdé kan ló báwọn níhìín Ni wn sọ àwọn ńgbò Láwọn bá pawn, Láwọn kran wọn kal, láwọn ń jẹ wn 40 rúnmìlà ní kí wn ó kó wọn jáde, kóun ó rí wọn Wn gbé Aga-ní-wr bóóde Wn gbé Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì bóóde Wn gbé Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin bóóde rúnmìlà mkún ó fi dígbe 45 Ó fìyr sohùn arò Ó ń sunkún ìpín Ó lAga-ní-wr, ọmọ ọlmọ rèé è! Ó lOṣù-gbókèrè-níyì, ọmọ ọlmọ rèé è! Ó lErin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin, ọmọ ọlmọ rèé è! 50 Wn ní krúnmìlà ó ní sùúrù Báwọn bá pààyàn àwọn a máa jí i rúnmìlà ní kí wn jí àwọn ọmọ awo òhun. Wn jí Aga-ní-wr! Wn jí Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì! 55 Wn jí Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin! Wn dáwọn lé rúnmìlà lw... 96 Aga-ní-wr Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin
The three were the apprentices of rúnmìlà rúnmìlà taught them the use of ikin for divination and 5 they excelled He taught them how to imprint the graphemes and they excelled He taught them how to make offerings and they excelled A woman was in labour at Òtu-If So, rúnmìlà was called to come to her aid Then the Witches came to rúnmìlà's house 10 They did not meet rúnmìlà But they met Òsúnunly, his wife, at home Òsúnunly told them that rúnmìlà was not around She said that Aga-ní-wr was at home Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì was at home 15 Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin was at home The Witches then asked the apprentices to follow them They covered long distance Reached the bank of a river At a crossroad under a sacred palm tree 20 The Witches then killed human beings and were feasting on them rúnmìlà returned home and did not see his apprentices Òsúnunly then said that the Witches had gone with his apprentices rúnmìlà set out in search of his apprentices He reached the bank of a river 25 At the crossroad under a sacred tree rúnmìlà then saw the Witches feasting on the flesh of human beings rúnmìlà greeted them He asked whether they ever saw his apprentices 30 They denied ever seeing his apprentices rúnmìlà then turned his back and was leaving One of the Witches quickly called out to him She praised him as a linguist, the one who sees through time She admitted that he had already known what they did 35 They asked him, the linguist, to move closer They said that some young men met them at the river bank And they were rude to them Then they killed them Prepared their flesh and began to eat them 40 rúnmìlà requested that their parts be brought out, so he could see them They brought out Aga-ní-wr's body parts They brought out Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì's body parts They brought out Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin's body parts rúnmìlà burst into tears 45 He cried with the tune of ìyr, Ifá poetry 96 Oral source.
He cried about what fate has brought forth He called out Aga-ní-wr, someone else's child! 50 Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì, someone else's child! Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin, someone else's child! They pleaded with rúnmìlà to be calm That they (witches) could bring back the dead rúnmìlà then pleaded with them to bring back his apprentices 55 Alas, they brought back Aga-ní-wr! They brought back Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì! They brought back Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin! They gave them back to rúnmìlà alive. Now, given the fact that Ifá is a "learned means of inquiry", the debate on whether witchcraft and sorcery can be used interchangeably is settled: witchcraft and sorcery are not the same. In Ìrosùn-s, the witches do not have any physical contact with their victim and the spiritual dimension of how the victim can be rescued from the affliction is implicitly depicted. sá-Méjì, lines 51-57, demonstrates graphically that witchcraft is essentially about the use of invisible projection which does not require the use of medicines, rites, incantations, and so on. To this end, therefore, such scholars as Evans-Pritchard, Field, and Crawford are right in defining it as a psychic act. Also, in those sá-Méjì lines, we see an outright rejection of Ogungbemi's claim that it is impossible for a witch to change into such other bodily forms as birds, snakes, and so on. 97 The problem with Ogungbemi's criticism, one suspects, lies in his failure to see witchcraft as, in Sogolo's words, "neither a species of science nor proto-science". 98 In modern day, however, many people often find it disturbing that African witchcraft -if it truly exists and has the characterization we ascribe it -has not succeeded in challenging the Western scientific hegemony, especially in the areas of development, science and technology. Drewal and Drewal, quoting Adeleye (1971) , reflect this line of thought thus:
"The àj [destructive mothers] change into birds and fly at night. If they used that knowledge for good, it might result in the manufacture of airplanes or something of the sort. They can go to Lagos and back in very short minutes. They can see the intestines of someone without slaughtering him; they can see a child in the womb. If they used their powers for good, they would be good maternity doctors." 99 Thus, conceiving àṣẹ as "vital force" or "life force", Drewal and Drewal observe that "the visualization of innovations perceived to be the result of "positive àṣẹ" constitutes a direct and explicit appeal to the mothers to use their powers in constructive rather than destructive ways". 100 One important issue that is often raised in the debate about the existence of witchcraft borders on the activities of witches towards kinsmen or members of their family. We have a crop of researchers who thrust the idea that witches usually turn their evil barb against members of their own kinship-sons, daughters, and other relatives. Parrinder is one of such scholars. According to him, "it may be noted that witches are often said to have no power of killing those to whom they are not related and only eat members of their own clan." 101 This view is shared by David Hammond-Tooke, George Simpson, Segun Ogungbemi, and a few others. David Hammond-Tooke posits that "the essential malignity of witchcraft is that witches (…) tend to harm people close to them-people like kin and neighbours whom, in any normal society, one should love, cherish and co-operate with". 102 Given his Yorùbá ancestry and the reality of Yorùbá urbanism, Ogungbemi's position on this is unfortunately most striking. "In Yorùbá society", he writes, "witches only act on their relations and not on strangers". 103 His stress on "not on strangers" demands that we avidly search for the idea of Yorùbá lineage and see the implication that this has for his assertion. According to William Schwab: "Yorùbá kinship system is the lineage structure. A Yorùbá lineage, commonly termed ìdílé is a strictly unilineal descent group which (…) comprises all those persons, male and female, who trace descent from an acknowledged common ancestor through known or putative agnatic antecedents." 104 Elsewhere, Schwab notes that "each male member of an ìdílé is a potential founder of a segment which in time may be divided into further segments by his descendants". 105 This gives the idea that a large number of people constitutes an ìdílé or lineage group, "which forms the basis for the association in the residential unit, the compound". 106 Yet, if, in the words of Schwab, "the compound need not be coterminous with one lineage group", 107 then it is fair to assume that a compound, termed as agbo ilé, will normally record a staggering number of inhabitants when compared with that of ìdílé. Agbo ilé can sometimes give a picture of a busy market, where the inhabitants can hardly enjoy any form of privacy and are expected to relate well amidst varying social distinctions, ranking of wives, unhealthy competitions among children, and so on, which often cause jealousy and other forms of dissension. In short, if a witch is living in such a setting, then she is likely to use her power more against a member of the lineage every other day than against an outsider who does not contest any interests with her. This is not to say that she could not use her power against someone outside her lineage. In Ìrosùn-s and sá-Méjì cited above, it can be deduced that rúnmìlà's clent in the former and, in the latter, his apprentices -Aga-ní-wr, Oṣù-gbókèrè-níyì, Erin-ní-sonípè-ohùn-òkinkin -are unknown to the Witches. Another striking point of interest in the two narratives is that of the relationship between witches and the dieties, in this case rúnmìlà. The narratives explicate the hegemonic status of the witches over the dieties, thereby instruct-97 ing us that Olódùmarè has given them awesome power to dominate the world. Ìrosùn-s, lines 25-32, for instance, shows that only Olódùmarè knows the secret of the witches. This confirms an oral source that witches cannot be subdued, but can only be appeased through the offering of ẹbọ or ètùtù. 108 The terms ẹbọ and ètùtù are based on the verbs bọ and tù which translate as "worship" or "revere" and "appease" or "calm" respectively. Offering of ẹbọ or ètùtù, on the one hand, suggests that the way to free their victim is a matter of "negotiation" and, on the other, corroborates the view that witches "occupy a position of subordinate to those of the supreme diety, Olódùmarè, and of rúnmìlà, god of the Ifá divination system, and equal or superior to that of the gods". 109 Perhaps, it is this understanding among the Yorùbá that allows witchcraft to enjoy some fair measure of euphemism which hides its conceptualised image of virulent activities towards other persons. For instance, the Yorùbá use the phrase àwọn ìyá which translates as "our mothers" for witches to convey their regard for the witches' "mystic powers of womanhood". 110 Although in witchcraft accusations old women are often the object of mistrust and are perceived as witches, it is the case among the Yorùbá, however, that "… elderly women (…) are considered neither anti-social nor the personification of evil. Rather they form an important segment of the population in any town and tend to be shown much respect and affection. Because of their special power, they have greater access to the Yorùbá deities." 111 Thus, to impress the "inscrutability of the mothers", "the intensity of their power in the minds of men", "female images (…) of secrecy and covertness", Drewal and Drewal 112 offer their popular praise poem thus:
My Mother Òṣòròngà, famous dove that eats in the town Famous bird that eats in a cleared farm who kills an animal without sharing with anyone One who makes noise in the midnight Who eats from the head to the arm, who eats from the liver to the heart Ìyáàmi Òṣòròngà, afínjú àdàbà tí ńjẹ láàrin ìlú Afínjú ẹyẹ tí ńjẹ ní gbangba oko ap'ẹran mahagun Olókìkí òru A ti orí jẹ apá, a td jẹ ọkàn Witchcraft no doubt has suffered several negative ascriptions partly because of its frightening features, its unobservable means and the difficulty of making it intelligible on the empirical plane. Despite this evidential problem of proof, witchcraft practices have, in today's rapidly changing world, attracted so much attention within Africa's sociocultural context. In fact, some people hold strongly to the view that the dimensions or uses of witchcraft now change with changing trends in all facets of human life in Africa -politics, commerce, sports, religion, and so on. Obsessed with the concerns of modernity, some African states attempt to suppress or contain, through legal means, witchcraft activities because of the general feeling that such occult forces create a basic impediment to growth or development. South Africa is a good example. The truth is that witchcraft "is still widespread at all levels, including among those in formal employment as civil servants, religious leaders and business people in local towns and urban centres". 113 Interestingly, too, some people argue that witchcraft serves as a mechanism for regulating social behaviour and entrenching moral relations. This posi-tion derives from the conviction that people tend to imbibe good conduct on the realization that doing otherwise sometimes attracts the disruptive force of witchcraft. This could be distilled further to mean that witchcraft is socially useful by "giving the victims a socially prescribed target for protective or remedial action, (…) maintaining civility in everyday life (because of failure to be polite could be interpreted as malevolence) and providing social control by ridding a community of deviant persons". 114 From the psychological point of view and considering the abundance of repressed hostility, frustration, and other such modern-day realities, it makes sense to reason with the Tanzanian group Research on Poverty Alleviation (REPOA) 116 that witchcraft "provides a way to explain serious misfortunes and render those who suffer them blameless in the eyes of society". On the final note, we must admit that the two graphemes (odù) employed in this section can, despite their mythic colorations, be used to complement natural explanation of events and encourage further epistemological explorations of Ifá towards the forging of a proviso that, for the Yorùbá, witchcraft is an objective feature of reality. 
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